DIVISION MEMORANDUM
NO. 442, s. 2016

TO: Ronilyn P. Nieves
EPS/Digos City Division
Maria Layda S. Sagolili
Guidance Counselor/DICNHS
Chona A. Lasib
Guidance Coordinator/DICNHS
Mae Laarni Torres
Guidance Counselor/DICNHS
Joan Gonzaga
Guidance Counselor/DICNHS-Soong HS Annex

FROM: DEE D. SILVA, DPA, CESO V1
Schools Division Superintendent

SUBJECT: ONE DAY SEMINAR WORKSHOP ON STRENGTHENING THE SENIOR HIGH SCHOOL CAREER GUIDANCE PROGRAM

DATE: November 29, 2016

1. Pursuant to Deped Regional Memorandum No. 347, s. 2016 and Unnumbered Regional Memorandum dated November 29, 2016, you are hereby advised to attend the ONE DAY SEMINAR WORKSHOP ON STRENGTHENING THE SENIOR HIGH SCHOOL CAREER GUIDANCE PROGRAM on December 1, 2016 at RELC-NEAP, Diamond Hall, Quirino Avenue, Davao City.

2. Check-in time is at 7:30 in the morning on December 1, 2016 and check out time is at 12:00 noon on December 2, 2016.

3. Travel expenses of the participants shall be charged to local funds while food and accommodation shall be charged to Regional funds all subject to accounting and auditing rules and regulations.

4. Immediate dissemination of and compliance with this Memorandum is earnestly desired.
Regional Memorandum No. ___________ s. 2016

Corrigendum to Regional Memorandum No. 347 s. 2016
(One Day Seminar Workshop on Strengthening the Senior High School Career Guidance Program)

To: Schools Division Superintendents
Division Career Guidance Coordinators
RENQCCA Officers

1. Relative to Regional Memorandum No. 347, s. 2016 entitled “One Day Seminar Workshop on Strengthening the Senior High School Career Guidance Program,” the venue is changed from Star Hotel Davao to RELC- NEAP, Diamond Hall, Quirino Street, Davao City on December 1, 2016.

2. All other provisions of the aforementioned Memorandum still remain.

3. Immediate dissemination to all concerned is earnestly desired.

ATTY. ALBERTO T. ESCOBARTE, CESO III
Regional Director

Reference: Regional Memorandum No. 347, s. 2016
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ONE DAY SEMINAR WORKSHOP ON STRENGTHENING THE SENIOR HIGH SCHOOL CAREER GUIDANCE PROGRAM

To: Schools Division Superintendents
   Assistant Schools Division Superintendents
   Division Career Guidance Program Coordinators

1. Relative to the Career Guidance Advocacy Program (CGAP) and pursuant to DepEd Order NO. 25, 2013, the Department of Education (DepEd) Regional Office XI in collaboration with the Regional Network of Guidance Counselors Association (RENGCCA) will conduct a One Day Seminar Workshop On Strengthening the Senior High School Career Guidance Program on December 1, 2016 at Star Hotel Davao Mabini Street corner Voyager Brgy. 9-a Poblacion, Davao City.

2. The participants to this seminar workshop are Guidance Counselors and Advocates who are identified as full-fledged (with item/appointment) School Guidance Counselors, Division Guidance Coordinators and RENGCCA Officers,

3. Travel expenses of the participants shall be charged to local funds while food and accommodation shall be charged to Regional Funds all subject to accounting and auditing rules and regulations.

4. Check – in time is at 7:30 in the morning on December 1, 2016 and check out time is at 12:00 noon on December 2, 2016.

5. For clarifications, you may call the Curriculum and Learning Management Division (CLMD) of this Regional Office at telephone no. (082) 222 2653.

6. Immediate dissemination of and compliance with this Memorandum is earnestly desired.

ATTY. ALBERTO T. ESCOBARTE, CESO III
Director IV

Incl: As stated.
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PARTICIPANTS

No. Regional Supervisors
1 DR. JANETTE G. VELOSO
2 DR. GEORGE WONG
3 LARIELE ARCE - DOLE EMPLOYMENT FOCAL PERSON

No. Guidance Supervisors
4 JASMINE CAMELOTES
5 MARILYN MARCELO
6 NOHAPA O. PINUTE
7 RONIELYN NIEVES
8 VILLA C. SALANIO
9 GLORIA SUBONG
10 ROSA ZOZOBRAO
11 ALLAN LIMBADAN

No. RENGCCA Officers
12 ELIZA M. SUAREZ
13 MARIA LAYDA S. SAGOULI
14 RUCHELA P. GAMAO
15 TRESITA T. CUTIN
16 TERESITA G. ARANCANA
17 FLORA MAE C. VILLANUEVIA
18 MELANIE O. MANDIN
19 LESLIE G. FANUGAO
20 REDEM P. ROSELLA
21 JOCELYN T. OLANDRIA
22 VICTORIA S. CORDERO
23 LIEZEL S. LOPEZ
24 CHONA LASIB
25 EUGENIO CASTARDO
26 MELECAIRE CARILLO
27 MARY JANE PEPILLO
28 MARITESS PAJE
29 MELCHOR ROSENCDA
30 MARY GRACE BATOON
31 JAIME SALADO

No. Davao City Counselors and Career Advocates
32 MARIBEL PUBLIBAR
33 JORGE ZAFICO JR.
34 MARYLOU DEIPARINE
35 JUNIET OROSIO
36 ALMA PONCARDAS
37 VIRGINIA EFONDO
38 MARILOU FLORES
39 JOSEPHINE DELOS REYES
40 SHEILA ESPANOL
41 SHIELA MAE ESTABAYA

No. Davao del Sur Counselors and Career Advocates
42 MAE LAARNI TORRES
43 MIRAFLORE PERANG
44 BOUBERT DUMAGAN
45 JONATHAN ARQUIO
46 JOAN GONZAGA
47 YAMOMO AVELINO

Position
CHIEF EDUCATION SUPERVISOR
EDUCATION PROGRAM SUPERVISOR
DOLE EMPLOYMENT FOCAL PERSON

Position
EDUCATION PROGRAM SPECIALIST
EDUCATION PROGRAM SUPERVISOR
EDUCATION PROGRAM SUPERVISOR
EDUCATION PROGRAM SUPERVISOR
EDUCATION PROGRAM SUPERVISOR
EDUCATION PROGRAM SUPERVISOR
EDUCATION PROGRAM SUPERVISOR

Schools
F. BANGKOH NHS
DIGOS NHS
CABANTIAN NHS
DAVAO CITY NHS
LAAK NHS
MARAGUSAN NHS
JEPS- TAGUM DIVISION
CROSSING BAYABAS NHS
COMPOSTELA NHS
MATI NHS
STA. CRUZ NHS
GOV. VICENTE DUTERTE NHS
DIGOS NHS
NABUNRAN NATIONAL COMPRE HS
KAPALONG NHS
MATI NATIONAL COMPREHENSIVE HS
DAVAO CITY NHS
CALINAN NHS
TAGUM NHS
MARIANO PERALTA NHS

Schools
BERNARDO D. CARPIO NHS
CATALUNAN PEQUEÑO NHS
J. SORIANO NHS
DAVAO CITY NHS
DONA CARMEN DENIA NHS
LEON GARCIA SR. NHS
LOS AMIGOS NHS
MAA NHS
MENTAL COMPREHENSIVE HS
TALOMO NHS

Schools
DIGOS NHS
SULOP NHS
HERACLES CASCO MEMORIAL NS
SINAWILAN NHS
DIGOS NHS
MATANAO NHS
No. Davao del Norte Counselors and Career Advocates
49 LORENZ AKIATAN
50 MARIVIC ABA-A
51 TERESA BENDOY
52 EVER SWEET SANTOS
53 NENITA CARREDO
54 AILEEN VERAS
55 MARY JOY DOCTORERO
56 WILHELMINA MELENDES
No. Davao Oriental Counselors and Career Advocates
57 MA. LALAINNE D. CALVEZ
58 REX B. MINOZA
59 GERTRUDES L. MEJOS
60 ANGELITA V. BANTILES
61 ELENITA CASTRO
62 LORNA TAYPIN
63 NERITA COLORADO
No. (5) Compostela Valley Counselors and Career Advocates
64 ENDERA VILLAPAZ
65 GAY ANN CLAROS
66 NECASIA CARCUEVA
67 MERYLYN MENDE
68 CHRISYL BUT-AY
CARMEN NHS
NEW CORELLA NHS
STO. TOMAS NHS
LAURETA NHS
PANABO NHS
SAMAL NHS
TAGUM COMPREHENSIVE NHS
LA FILIPINA NHS
MATI SCHOOL OF ARTS AND TRADES
MATIAO NHS
LUPON VOCATIONAL HS
TIBANBAN NHS
CARAGA NHS
LUZON NHS
BAGANGA NHS
LORENZO SARMIENTO SR. NHS
NEW BATAAN NHS
ATTY. ORLANDO S. RIMANDO NHS
MABINI NHS
MONTEVISTA NHS